Dear Sir/Madam,

31 July, 2020

It gives me immense pleasure to invite you to the first online Inter-School Photography
Competition being organised under the aegis of SNAPSHOTS - the Photography Club of Bal
Bharati Public School, Noida as a part of the Art Integrated Learning.

The event aims at

integration of core academics with the art form of Photography, so as to allow the students to
engage in creative and artistic expression that will make learning fun.


The details of the program are being shared as Annexure-1.



The photographs should have been clicked complying with the rules of the lockdown
during the period 1st Aug, 2020 to 10th Aug, 2020.



To confirm your school’s registration and participation, kindly send a confirmatory mail on
the id snapshots.photographyclub@nd.balbharati.org



Last date of Registration : 07 August, 2020.



The entries for Photography Competition are to be sent through Google forms latest by
12 August, 2020, 06.00 p.m.



The results of the events will be declared on the World Photography Day, i.e., on 19
August, 2020 and will be available on the school website at 05.00 p.m. All the winners
and participants will be felicitated with e-certificates.

The whole hearted participation of the students of your school will go a long way in making this
event a grand success.
Looking forward to a long lasting, enriching partnership and collaborative learning.
Thanking you
Yours sincerely,

Asha Prabhakar
(Principal)

For further inquiries, you may contact:Student in-charges
Saksham Chaturvedi
(+91 9650188293)
Srishti Anand
(+91 9999829665)

Teacher in-charge
Mr.Niladri Shekhar Das
(+91 9811916988)
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Annexure-1
SNAPSHOTS 1.0
AN ONLINE INTER-SCHOOL PHOTOGRAPHY COMPETITION
Photography is considered a form of art. Students have to get creative and artistic in this
Photography competition. Each class group (Classes VI- VIII, Classes IX-X and Classes XI-XII)
will be given two events to showcase their vision and creative mindset. All the photographs are
to be captioned and a small write up of 150-200 words describing the picture and its integration
with the subject / the topic mentioned is mandatory.
CATEGORY-1 (CLASSES VI- VIII)












Event 1A - A Game with Space (Negative and Positive)
Integration: Science –Light (Optical illusion)
Negative space (also called as White space) is the area surrounding the main subject in a
Photograph which is left unoccupied.
White space acts as a breathing room for our eyes.
Positive space is the actual subject of the photograph.
When used creatively together, Positive & Negative spaces can communicate the
composition of the photograph beautifully.
This theme allows the photographer to use a creative combination of these spaces for an
outstanding photograph.
Event 1B - Out of the Box (Creative Clicking)
Integration: Languages-Poetry
Every Photographer has his/ her own interpretation of things.
“Out of the Box” theme allows you to think beyond the’ routine’
Abstract Photography
Use your creativity to think out of the box and extra-ordinarily.

Event Incharges
Akshita Khanna (Class X)

:

9810678097

Diya Sharma (Class XI)

:

9810140548

============================================================
CATEGORY-2 (CLASSES IX- X)
Event 2A- Reflection Perception
Integration: Science –Natural Phenomena
 Optics – a branch of Physics responsible for various natural phenomena which can be
captured beautifully through lenses of any camera.
 Through concept of optics we can create amazing effects to beautify a photograph.







Event 2B- A picture is worth a thousand emotions
Integration: Languages-Emotions
‘Navras’ is an age old Indian concept of emotions/a gamut of expressions that every
human being feels.
‘Navarasas’ means 9 Emotions in which Nava signifies nine and Rasa signifies emotions.
Photography can be the medium of capturing genuine emotions in a frame.
One of the most powerful, yet difficult elements to master in photography is capturing
emotions and feelings.
A photographer’s photograph is considered, when it tells a story and tugs at the
heartstrings.

Event Incharges
Akul Khanna (Class XI)
: 9930458159
Sukanya Mukherjee (Class XI) : 9354516929
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CATEGORY-3 (CLASSES XI- XII)
Event 3A - Shutter-Up (Glimpses of Grace)
Integration: Physics-Laws of Conservation of Angular Momentum
“Grace comes into the soul, as the morning sun into the world, first a dawning, then a
light and at last in his full and excellent brightness.” -Thomas Adams
 Graceful means anything that shows grace and elegance.
 Photographic skill- Motion Freeze Photography
 For instance – Physics concepts like conservation of angular momentum, impulse
rotational and linear motion etc. may be integrated.
By using motion freeze photography, the participant must capture graceful glances of
people or even the nature. That’s what the theme is all about.
Event 3B - Light in the Dark (Light Painting)
Integration: Physics-Light
Light bulb, invented by Thomas Edison, is a boon to the human kind. This light is a key
factor in photography and also used to give a stunning effect to the photograph.
 Requirement – Light Painting
 For the light to exist there should be darkness. Hence, our theme ‘Light in the Dark’ allows
the photographer to creatively use lighting with coordinated timing of camera for capturing
remarkable photographs.
Event Incharges
Sankalp Bhatnagar (Class XI) : 8377840519
Raghav Singh (Class XII)

: 9643604477

=====================================================
Details and Guidelines for the Competition:











Only 1 photograph per participant is allowed.
Photographs can be clicked using Mobile Phones or DSLR.
Only TWO ENTRIES per school in each event will be accepted.
Each photograph should be captioned and should have a short description about the
Photograph.
The participant(s) must provide the following information while submission:
 Name of school
 Name of the Participant
 Participant Mobile no.
 Class
 Email ID
 Instagram handle (optional)
 Teacher Incharge
 Teacher Incharge Email id.
Only Basic editing is allowed. Use of Photoshop or any other Photo Editing Applications will
lead to disqualification.
The photographs are to be submitted in the ‘jpg’format
The submission files must be named as ‘School name_Eventname_Participant(s) name’.
Use of copyrighted material or plagiarism will lead to disqualification.

Judgement Criteria: Creativity
 Relevance to the theme
 In accordance with Lockdown
 Composition
 Impact on Judges
Our Team:
Raghav Singh (Class XII)
Akul Khanna (Class XI)
Krish Sharma (Class XI)
Akshita Khanna (Class X)
Sankalp Bhatnagar (Class XI) Satyam Shivam (XI)

Diya Sharma (Class XI)
Sukanya Mukherjee (Class XI)
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